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Granules producer has new warehouse for customers in the Middle East 

GEZOLAN AG continues to improve customer proximity 

After opening the production plant in the USA (2018) and establishing a consignment warehouse 

in Germany (2021), the producer of high-quality EPDM granules based in Dagmersellen, Switzer-

land has opened an additional consignment warehouse in the United Arab Emirates as of March 

1, 2022. This allows fast and flexible delivery of EPDM granules by GEZOLAN to customers in the 

region.  

The new warehouse is situated in Al Faya in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, with good connections to the major 

cities of the United Arab Emirates, such as Dubai and Al Ain. Thanks to the local availability, GEZOLAN 

customers in the region will benefit from shorter delivery times and greater flexibility in responding to cus-

tomer requirements. The added value lies in the import and customs clearance that have already taken 

place, so that deliveries can be made faster, more flexibly and with less (import) effort for GEZOLAN cus-

tomers in the future. EPDM granules from the GEZOFLEX product area will be available in Al Faya in 15 

selected standard colors and the standard grain size (1 – 4 mm). Expansion of the products available from 

the Al Faya warehouse to all 22 standard colors and additional granule sizes will follow soon. Special re-

quests, such as the storage of certain special colors or other grain sizes, can be dealt individually and flexible.  

GEZOLAN will work together with the newly founded local Saxon Sports Group. “With the Saxon Sports 

Group we have a reliable local partner, who knows the regional requirements very well. We look forward 

to a cooperative business relationship,” Claus Spiegelbauer, GEZOLAN Area Sales Manager for the Middle 

East, is confident.  

For GEZOLAN, the new warehouse location is a further step in demonstrating our guiding principle we // 

live // quality through customer proximity and customer orientation. 
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You are welcome to download the images here  (Available until March 26, 2022, 12 p.m.) 

  

  

Pallets with GEZOFLEX EPDM granules are ready for loading and 
transport to GEZOLAN customers in the region at the new Al Faya 
storage location. 

Loading of GEZOFLEX EPDM granules in the new Al Faya storage 
location by the Saxxon Sports Group. 

GEZOLAN is opening a new storage location in the United 
Arab Emirates for its GEZOFLEX EPDM granules. 

https://www.swisstransfer.com/d/e2ed18c2-396d-4b2e-84b0-3d62256a6ab1
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About GEZOLAN: 

GEZOLAN – the specialist for high-quality rubber granules 

For more than 50 years, GEZOLAN has been the world’s leading specialist for innovative and environmentally compat-

ible granule solutions for sports and leisure applications. As a member of the international acting KRAIBURG Group, 

GEZOLAN earned a worldwide reputation as a pioneer in the manufacture of EPDM granules by using manufacturing 

processes from in-house developing to produce numerous products of the highest quality. With locations in Switzer-

land and the USA, GEZOLAN is a reliable partner and supplier to companies specializing in the installation of sports- 

and leisure flooring and playgrounds. 
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